
WordBrain

**About WordBrain**

WordBrain is a tricky word puzzle game for smartphones or tablets. The aim of the game is

making words with different given letters. 

WordBrain is just the right app for everyone who loves word puzzle games. Find hidden words,

make words with given letters and clear the playing field like that. 700 exciting and challenging

levels await you. The difficulty of the levels rises continuously. At the beginning you have to make

words with four letters whereas later you have to find the hidden word in a playing field consisting

of up to 49 letters.

**WordBrain – how does it work?**

-	Find hidden words: WordBrain is all about finding hidden words. Make works with given letters

and clear the playing field like that. You have to combine adjacent letters with each other to make

new words. It is also very important to know that you always have to build the searched word even

if also other word creations were possible. 

-	Different difficulties: In order that you can approach slowly to the game principle, you begin with

easy word creations out of four letters. After you understood the game once, the difficulty rises

continuously. The more the difficulty rises, the more letters appear with which you have make new

words. Later a e.g. 7x7 playing field with 49 letters awaits you. The different difficulty levels of the

700 levels ensure that the game stays exciting and challenging. 

-	The right order: Especially in higher levels it is very important that you observe the correct order

when you make words. If you do not follow the right order, it is possible that still hidden words

cannot be build. If you once didn’t follow the correct order, you can reset the level easily and try

your luck again. Put on your thinking cap before each move and consider that WordBrain has no

insoluble levels. 

-	Hint feature: If you don’t know which word can be build out of the given words, you can use the

helpful hint feature of WordBrain. This feature shows you one right letter of the searched word. 

Conclusion: WordBrain is a funny and tricky word puzzle game for smartphones or tablets. There

are always new challenges which await you in the 700 different levels. Because of the rising

difficulty levels, the game always stays exciting. Even if some levels can be hard to solve,

WordBrain has definitely addictive potential. WordBrain is available for iOS and Android.


